Shared academic positions would help learning process
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October’s Faculty Senate meeting brought an interesting discussion about the possibility of shared academic positions. The issue of shared teaching is one that has been present in the department when it was first chartered, and only recently has it been brought up in a systematic way. It is not simply a way to save or spend money; it is a way to bring better opportunities and professional development to our students.

Several classes that are large or are required have different specialties and a need for multiple sections. Why should two students be forced to sit through different professors when they are taking the same class? The argument for shared teaching is that it gives us more flexibility as teachers and allows for better learning experiences.

Not only that, but canceling class does more than just pressure professors to learn from their mistakes. If students decide not to go to class, it’s unacceptable to let that go to waste. If students decide not to go to class, it’s unacceptable to let that go to waste. If students decide not to go to class, it’s unacceptable to let that go to waste.

If students are just looking for an easy way out of their responsibilities, they shouldn’t be able to do that. They should check out their academic records and use their college and university to grow. If students are just looking for an easy way out of their responsibilities, they shouldn’t be able to do that. They should check out their academic records and use their college and university to grow.
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One of the arguments that was brought up was that shared teaching would allow for larger classes. This is true, but it also means that students would have less individual attention. Shared teaching would allow for larger classes, but it also means that students would have less individual attention.
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"Having two faculty teaching a single class would allow for larger class sizes without getting rid of the personal feel and interaction of the class." This is a quote from the second professor with a wealth of experience teaching a single course. With two faculty working on one class, the students would benefit from the different perspectives and experiences of both professors.
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